


Over the years here at ROI Revolution, as we’ve reviewed 

AdWords account after AdWords account, we’ve seen a 

surprising amount of retailers wasting a surprising amount of 

money. Much of this waste stems from areas of the account 

that are easily remedied—if you know where to look.

Now, we realize you’re busy and you can’t spend your entire 

day digging around in your AdWords campaigns to find every 

bit of wasted spend and tweak every setting to make them 

more profitable.

We created this guide to give you some actionable steps to 

quickly locate major areas of questionable spend—in 15 

minutes or less! Simply running these reports every month 

could save you thousands of dollars.

So what are you waiting for?
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Keyword filters are one of the simplest and most effective ways to locate questionable spend 

in your account. It really just takes three specific keyword filters to quickly determine both 

questionable spend and missed opportunities at the keyword level.

The first keyword filter is for those keywords that have not converted at all. To find this report, 

make sure you’re viewing all keywords in the account, then run this filter:

This report will give you a good idea on how much you are spending on keywords that have 

not directly contributed to a conversion. While this is not definitively wasted spend, since 

these keywords may be assisting conversions, it is highly questionable and should be very 

carefully analyzed.

KEYWORD FILTER #1: 

Non-Converters
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KEYWORD FILTERS
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This keyword report gives you insight into more keywords that are very “iffy” and could very 

well be dragging down your ROI. This filter is another great one to run if you are having trouble 

meeting your profit and ROI goals.

There is one additional step with this report to help you more accurately judge the performance of 

these keywords, however. And for that, you’ll need to customize your columns.

Once in this view, you’ll want to make sure you have both Cost/Converted Click and 

Value/Conversion visible.

KEYWORD FILTER #2: 

Questionable Performers
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This will give you a better idea of the actual performance of the keyword. Consider the example 

below.

Assuming a $60 cost per converted click (or cost per acquisition, i.e. CPA) target, a $125 CPAon 

a keyword is a definite loss, especially given the average value per conversion of $34.90! 

However, a $65.00 CPA, while over the target CPA of our fictitious Blue Widget retailer, is not 

nearly so bad when you look at the $130.90 value on this conversion.  (For value-based metric 

visibility, your AdWords conversion tracking script must be modified to pass this value from 

your shopping cart back to AdWords.)

Please note that you can also evaluate these keywords by using the Conversion Value/Cost 

metric. This will give you a quick ROI calculation by dividing the conversion value by the cost.



Questionable spend also involves missed opportunities. That’s why we recommend running this 

third report, to get an idea of the profitable keywords that are being held back by unoptimized 

bidding.

According to Google, 84% of qualified paid search trafficgoes to the ads in the top three 

positions. This means that any keyword outside of position 2.5 is really missing the lion’s share 

of the available traffic. So for this report, we’re going to add an additional metric for average 

position.

This enables you to see areas of opportunity, where keywords with great CPAs have room to 

be strategically exposed to more traffic. Your Value/Conversion column is also important in 

this report, as it will enable you to spot the best keywords even more quickly. Consider the 

highlighted example below:

On the next page, we’ve included our popular Questionable Spend Worksheet, to guide you in 

evaluating your own account with these three keyword filters. We highly recommend you take 

the time to use this tool to evaluate your own account.

KEYWORD FILTER #3: 

Buried Profitable Keywords
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TO ESTIMATING
QUESTIONABLE SPEND3 STEPS

“Questionable spend” refers to keywords that are spending more than your target CPA, but 
keep you blind as to whether or not they’re actually working. They may be profitable, they may 
be parasites, but you don’t have the conversion data to know for sure. Use this worksheet to help 
identify questionable spend in your own account.

1. In your AdWords account, set a date range anywhere from one month to one year, depending
on your spend levels. You need a good data sample for this exercise.

2. Set your Target CPA and Average Order Value in the boxes below.
3. Record the values for each step in the space provided.
4. Fill out the worksheet to the best of your ability. Estimate or average data if you have to.

INSTRUCTIONS

QUESTIONABLE SPEND WORKSHEET

Target Cost Per Acquisition

Average Order Value

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

Filter all active keywords for 0 conversions 
and spend over target CPA. Record the total 
cost of these keywords.

Now filter for conversions ≥1 and CPA over target.

Using the data from Step 2, subtract:

   ___________   x    ___________
[Actual CPA x Conversions] -[Target CPA x Conversion]

  ___________   x    ___________
Multiply: Actual CPA x Conversions

___________   x    ___________
Multiply: Target CPA x Conversions

Think through the ideal CPA and AOV for your 
paid search campaigns. If this varies by campaign, 
set an average.

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
QUESTIONABLE SPEND:

ESTIMATED MISSED 
REVENUE OPPORTUNITY:

Add results from Step 1 and Step 3 to find your 
estimated questionable spend.

Multiply:
[Total Questionable / Target CPA] x AOV

=

=

=

=



Psst!—we know this is outside the 15 minutes, but we really wanted to make sure to emphasize the 

importance of conversion tracking. This may seem basic, but you wouldn’t believe how many retailers 

we’ve seen who don’t have this vital part of their AdWords campaigns in place! If you don’t have 

conversion tracking, you’re flying blind—putting money into AdWords that you can’t measure. For 

instance—if none of the above reports worked for you, this is probably why. And if you don’t have 

conversion tracking running correctly, you run into other problems.

The beauty and power of AdWords is in its ability to track everything down to the keyword level—

something that is impossible in traditional advertising. And what you can measure, you can improve. 

That’s why conversion tracking is essential. You can find Conversion Tracking under Tools in your 

AdWords account.

If you haven’t yet set up Conversion Tracking in your own account yet, refer to Google’s Support for 

detailed instructions on Setting Up Conversion Tracking. But whether you have or haven’t set up tracking 

yet, there are two very important best practices you need to know in regards to this feature—otherwise 

you risk wasting a lot of money in AdWords.

BONUS: CONVERSION 
TRACKING
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Ideally, you only want to run ONE tracking script in AdWords. We understand that there may be 

various types of “conversions” for one business, but there is a good reason for this.

When you go into AdWords and look at campaign, ad group, or keyword-level conversions, you 

want to know without a doubt just exactly what is actually converting. For example, multiple 

tracking scripts would make it hard for you to know if those conversions you’re seeing in 

your “Blue Widgets” campaign are actual purchases or requests for information on wholesale 

purchasing (lead gen).

For ecommerce retailers, this should almost always be tracking a purchase. Google Analytics 

allows ways of tracking other secondary conversions, but you really need to keep your AdWords 

interface simplified to your main conversions (purchases) only.

It’s highly important to check what web pages are triggering a “conversion.” For instance, on 

the page below, not only is this retailer, BlueWidgets.com, using multiple scripts, but they are 

tracking hits to the home page as conversions. Not only does this not give you the necessary 

insight into what is really driving conversions, but it will dramatically skew your results. This 

ultimately results in you spending money you don’t need to be spending on campaigns that 

aren’t converting as well as you think.

Our best practice is to make sureyour script is running only on a page that shows after the 

customer has completed a purchase. This is typically a “thank you” or receipt page.

It’s definitely worth double-checking your own scripts to make sure you are following this 

best practice. It makes a huge difference in the efficiency and profitability of your AdWords 

campaigns.

Conversion Tracking Best Practice: 

Running Only ONE Script

Conversion Tracking Best Practice: 

Do-and-Don’t Webpages
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Step 01:  
 Schedule
Once we receive your request, 

expect a call from one of 

our Retail Digital Marketing 

Consultants within one 

business day.We’ll coordinate 

the best time for your Google 

Shopping Review, and then 

send a calendar invite with the 

GoToMeeting details.

Step 02: Attend the 
Virtual Meeting

We’ll get right down to business. Here 

are some questions we’ll try to answer 

during your Diagnostic Checkup:

• Are your AdWords campaigns bleeding 

money through misdirected ad spend?

• What 5-minute changes can be

made to immediately increase your

AdWords ROI?

• Where are you limiting potential

profitable growth in your AdWords

account?

• How many of the proven ad-click

boosters have you activated?

• Are your best campaigns still

running in “beginner mode”?

• How many of your products are

being ignored in AdWords & Google

Shopping?

Step 03: Receive 
Your Cool Gift!

After the virtual meeting, we’ll 
send you a cool gift! Click the 
link below for details.

Schedule Your AdWords 
Diagnostic Checkup today!

       www.roirevolution.com/review

Could you use some more 
help uncovering your top 
issues and opportunities? 
Take advantage of our 
free AdWords Diagnostic 
Checkup and have one of 
our experts take a look at 
your campaigns to uncover 
quick-win opportunities and 

identify wasted spend.
During this free, no-
obligation GoToMeeting 
session, an expert Google 
AdWords analyst will look 
over your shoulder at your 
AdWords and Google 
Shopping campaigns to 
uncover misallocated ad spend 

and dormant opportunities 
unique to your situation.

www.ROIRevolution.com/review

This isn’t theory—this is real, 
actionable advice specific 
to your campaigns from an 
expert analyst.

What’s to do next:
REQUEST YOUR ADWORDS 
DIAGNOSTIC CHECKUP

Contact us to schedule your complimentary Google AdWords Diagnostic Checkup. Here’s what 
to expect:
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about
ROI REVOLUTION. INC  

Visit   www.ROIRevolution.com  

Call Us:        919 - 954 - 5955 
Address:     5510 Six Forks Rd. 

        Suite 200 
Raleigh, NC 27609 

Website:    www.ROIRevolution.com  

ROI Revolution is an online advertising 
agency  based in Raleigh, NC. We 
manage millions of dollars  of ad spend 
monthly for over 200 clients that are  
spread out among 7 countries. 
We partner with ecommerce retailers to turn their PPC 

channel into  sustainable profits for their company. 

Schedule your complimentary  20-minute AdWords 

review session to discover hidden opportunities in  your 

PPC account.  
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